
Open Data use 

cases



Data use promotion
• Different channels to promote the use of data

• At the subnational level, our main target are state and local governments

• We work with the local committees of statistical and geographical information that are

headed by a representative of the local government

• INEGI can help to build the statistical and geographical capacities of the state public

servants thru courses and workshops

• Depending on their capacities, INEGI can also help them to develop their data

visualizations that combines INEGI data and their own data



Seguridad Jalisco

Is a map with 

information of the 

places with the 

highest incidence 

of crime



It integrates data 

from the local 

Prosecutor's Office 

and from different 

sources, including 

INEGI, and curated 

by the Jalisco 

statistical and 

geographical office



Another visualization

developed in the state

of Jalisco show the

main macroeconomic

indicators of the state

and their comparison

with the rest of the

country

They publish data 

from different federal 

sources with a state

focus





Benefits
• This type of visualizations gives the citizens the opportunity to have access to 

the information of his state in a simpler way, since at the national level the 

local vision is diluted. 

• Having access to open data allows local governments to access information in 

a simple way, without the hassle of having to sign any type of contract, which 

makes the time in which the information is available to users more efficient.



The municipality

of Apodaca is

part of the

second largest

urban area of

México



With the help of 

INEGI, developed a 

tool called Smart 

Apodaca, where 

citizens can visualize 

the different services 

like community 

centers, police 

stations, etc.



Combine with

statistical data like

population



Use Google maps

API to access the

street view



Using our current 

data visualization 

platforms, we 

build additional 

layers to visualize 

the impact of the 

covid-19 

pandemic

Open Data use at INEGI



The tool 

integrates data 

from INEGI that is 

available for 

download as 

Open Data



It also integrates 

open data from 

other sources, 

mainly from the 

Health Minister 

that is updated 

daily



Benefits
The availability of this data allow us to integrate it on our platform very fast and 

put online a tool where any user is able to find in open data format all the 

indicators that INEGI specialists consider may be useful in different contexts for 

analyzing the pandemic.






